
Heat Capacity Summary for Ideal Gases:Heat Capacity Summary for Ideal Gases:

CCvv  = (3/2) R, KE change only.= (3/2) R, KE change only. Note, Note, CCvv  independent of T.independent of T.

CCpp = (3/2) R + R, KE change + work. = (3/2) R + R, KE change + work. Also IndependentAlso Independent
of Tof T

CCpp//CCvv  = [(5/2)R]/[(3/2)R] = 5/3= [(5/2)R]/[(3/2)R] = 5/3

CCpp//CCvv  = 1.67= 1.67

Find for monatomic ideal gases such as He, Find for monatomic ideal gases such as He, XeXe, , ArAr, Kr, , Kr, NeNe
  CCpp//CCvv = 1.67 = 1.67



For For diatomics diatomics and and polyatomics polyatomics find Cfind Cpp//CCvv  < 1.67!< 1.67!

Since work argument aboveSince work argument above
P(VP(V22 - V - V11) = RT is simple and holds for all gases,) = RT is simple and holds for all gases,

This suggests KE > (3/2)RT for This suggests KE > (3/2)RT for diatomicsdiatomics,,

This would make CThis would make Cpp//CCvv < 1.67 < 1.67

EquipartitionEquipartition Theorem: Theorem: This is a very general law which  This is a very general law which 
states that for a molecule or atom:states that for a molecule or atom:

KE = (1/2)KE = (1/2)kTkT (or 1/2 RT on a mole basis) (or 1/2 RT on a mole basis)  perper  degree of freedomdegree of freedom..

A possible solution:A possible solution:



A degree of freedom is a coordinate needed to describeA degree of freedom is a coordinate needed to describe
 position of a molecule in space. position of a molecule in space.

ThusThus KE = 3 1
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kT as for a monatomic gasas for a monatomic gas

A diatomic molecule is a line (2 points connected by aA diatomic molecule is a line (2 points connected by a
 chemical bond).  It requires  5 coordinates to describe its chemical bond).  It requires  5 coordinates to describe its
 position: x, y, z,  position: x, y, z, qq, , jj
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Example: A point has 3 degrees of freedom because Example: A point has 3 degrees of freedom because 
it requires three coordinates to describe its it requires three coordinates to describe its 
position: (x, y, z).position: (x, y, z).
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(Extra KE comes from Rotation of(Extra KE comes from Rotation of

diatomic molecule!)diatomic molecule!)



Bonus * Bonus * Bonus * Bonus * Bonus * BonusBonus * Bonus * Bonus * Bonus * Bonus * Bonus



Collision Frequency and Mean Free PathCollision Frequency and Mean Free Path

Real gases consist of particles of finite size that bumpReal gases consist of particles of finite size that bump
  into each other.into each other.

Let gas molecules be spheres of radius Let gas molecules be spheres of radius ss
 or diameter 2  or diameter 2 ss =  = rr..

Focus on one molecule (say a Focus on one molecule (say a redred one) flying through a one) flying through a
 background of other molecules (say blue ones).  background of other molecules (say blue ones). 

¨r¨r
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Make the simplifying assumption that only theMake the simplifying assumption that only the
  redred one is moving. (Will fix later.) one is moving. (Will fix later.)



LL  = c= c¥¥1s1s

V/sec = {V/sec = {ππ  rr22}[c]}[c]
= {A} = {A} ¥¥  [[  LL / t  / t ]]
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The red molecule sweeps out a cylinder of volumeThe red molecule sweeps out a cylinder of volume
prpr22cc in one second. It will collide with any molecules in one second. It will collide with any molecules

whose centerswhose centers lie within the cylinder. Note that lie within the cylinder. Note that
the (collision) cylinder radius is the diameter the (collision) cylinder radius is the diameter rr of of

the molecule NOT its radius the molecule NOT its radius ss!!

Note: Note: 
A= A= pp  rr22

Gas Kinetic Collision CylinderGas Kinetic Collision Cylinder
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rr=2=2ss
2 2 ss  

ss

rr=2=2ss

Red Molecule R sweeps out a Red Molecule R sweeps out a 
Cylinder of volume Cylinder of volume ππrr22c per c per 
second (c = speed).second (c = speed).

If another molecule has some part in this volume, If another molecule has some part in this volume, VVcc  = = pp((rr))2 2 c, c, 
it will suffer a collision with the red molecule.it will suffer a collision with the red molecule.

Gas KineticGas Kinetic
CollisionCollision
CylinderCylinder



On average the collision frequency z will be:On average the collision frequency z will be:

z = [volume swept out per second] z = [volume swept out per second] ¥¥ [molecules per unit volume] [molecules per unit volume]

z = pr2c ¥
N
V
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Make the simplifying assumption that only theMake the simplifying assumption that only the
  redred one is moving. (Will fix later.) one is moving. (Will fix later.)



Mean Free Path Mean Free Path ≡≡ average distance traveled between collisions: average distance traveled between collisions:

c =
distance

sec
,z =

collisions
sec

ll = mean free path, = mean free path, l =
c
z

Some typical numbers: STP: 6.02 Some typical numbers: STP: 6.02 ¥¥ 10 102323 molecules / 22.4 liters molecules / 22.4 liters
N
V

= 2.69 2.69 ¥¥ 10 101919 molecule / cm molecule / cm33; ; rr  ≈≈ 3.5  3.5 ÅÅ;;
ππ  rr22 = 38.5  = 38.5 ¥¥ 10 10 -16 -16 cm cm2 2 ; c = 4 ; c = 4 ¥¥ 10 1044 cm / sec. cm / sec.

ll = 1/[ = 1/[prpr22(N/V)](N/V)]

Assumes volume swept out is independent of whetherAssumes volume swept out is independent of whether
 collisions occur (not a bad assumption in most cases) collisions occur (not a bad assumption in most cases)

z z = = prpr2 2 c (N/V)c (N/V)



ll >>  >> rr, [, [rr  ≈≈ 3.5 3.5¥¥1010-8-8 cm], consistent with our initial assumption cm], consistent with our initial assumption
from the Kinetic Theory of gases!from the Kinetic Theory of gases!

P = 1 P = 1 atmatm ÆÆ z = 4.14 z = 4.14 ¥¥ 10 1099 sec  sec -1-1(P = 1 (P = 1 atmatm))

P = 1 P = 1 TorrTorr ÆÆ z = 5.45 z = 5.45 ¥¥ 10 1066 sec  sec -1 -1 (P = 1/760 (P = 1/760 atmatm))

l P = 1atm( ) =

4 ¥104 cm / sec
4.14 ¥ 109 collisions / sec

= 9.7 ¥10-6 cm / collision

l P = 1Torr( ) =

4 ¥ 104 cm / sec
5.45 ¥ 106 collisions / sec-1 = 7.3 ¥ 10-3 cm / collision

(P = 1 (P = 1 atmatm))

(P = 1/760 (P = 1/760 atmatm))



Distribution of Molecular SpeedsDistribution of Molecular Speeds

Real gases do not have a single fixed speed.  Rather moleculesReal gases do not have a single fixed speed.  Rather molecules
 have speeds that vary giving a  have speeds that vary giving a speed distributionspeed distribution..

This distribution can be measured in a laboratory (done at This distribution can be measured in a laboratory (done at 
Columbia by Columbia by Polykarp KuschPolykarp Kusch) or derived from theoretical ) or derived from theoretical 
principles.principles.



Collimating slitsCollimating slits

Synchronized rotating sectorsSynchronized rotating sectors

DetectorDetector

A device similar to this was used by Professor A device similar to this was used by Professor PolykarpPolykarp  KuschKusch
(Columbia Physics Nobel Laureate) to measure the speed(Columbia Physics Nobel Laureate) to measure the speed

distribution of molecules. Only those molecules with the correctdistribution of molecules. Only those molecules with the correct
speed can pass through speed can pass through bothboth rotating sectors and reach the rotating sectors and reach the

detector, where they are counted. By changing the rate ofdetector, where they are counted. By changing the rate of
rotation of the sectors, the speed distribution can be determined.rotation of the sectors, the speed distribution can be determined.

   ↑↑
Box of GasBox of Gas
at temperature Tat temperature T

Molecular Beam Apparatus for Determining Molecular SpeedsMolecular Beam Apparatus for Determining Molecular Speeds

Whole apparatus is evacuated toWhole apparatus is evacuated to
roughly 10roughly 10-6-6  TorrTorr!!



00

Maxwell-Maxwell-Boltzmann Boltzmann Speed DistributionSpeed Distribution

where c is no longer a constant but can take any value 0 where c is no longer a constant but can take any value 0 ≤≤ c  c ≤≤  ••..

∆∆c is some small interval of c.  k = c is some small interval of c.  k = Boltzmann Boltzmann constant,constant,
 T = Kelvin temperature, m = atomic mass, T = Kelvin temperature, m = atomic mass,
∆∆N is the number of molecules in the range c to c +N is the number of molecules in the range c to c +∆∆c and c and 

N = Total # of molecules.N = Total # of molecules.

Look at exponentialLook at exponential
behavior:behavior:

xx

y = e y = e -x-x

11

((cc22))∆∆cc((DDN/N) = 4N/N) = 4pp[m/([m/(22ppkTkT)])]3/2 3/2 ee-[-[(1/2)mc / (1/2)mc / kTkT]]22

x =x =
(1/2)mc(1/2)mc22//kTkT

∆∆N/N is the fraction of N/N is the fraction of 
molecules with speed in molecules with speed in 
the range c to c+the range c to c+∆∆cc



For our case x = (1/2) mcFor our case x = (1/2) mc22//kTkT =  = ee//kTkT, where , where ee = K.E. = K.E.

Exponential Exponential decreases decreases 
probability of finding probability of finding 
molecules with, large cmolecules with, large c22 ( (ee).).

Note also, however, that Note also, however, that 
∆∆N / N ~ cN / N ~ c22 (or  (or ee). This part). This part
of the distribution of the distribution grows grows 
with energy or (cwith energy or (c22))

00
xx

y = e y = e -x-x

11

cc

cc22 parabolaparabola



Maxwell-Maxwell-Boltzmann Boltzmann Distribution is a competition between theseDistribution is a competition between these
 two effects: decreasing exponential, growing c two effects: decreasing exponential, growing c22 term term

cc22

peakpeak

e
- (1/2)mc2 / kT

cc22
oror

cc
e

- (1/2)mc2 / kT

[This is actually an energy versus entropy effect!][This is actually an energy versus entropy effect!]
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We can see from the We can see from the Boltzmann Boltzmann distribution, that the assumptiondistribution, that the assumption
 of a single speed in the Kinetic Theory is over simplified!  of a single speed in the Kinetic Theory is over simplified! 
In fact there are three kinds of average or characteristic speedsIn fact there are three kinds of average or characteristic speeds
that we can identify from the that we can identify from the BoltzmannBoltzmann distribution:  distribution: 
1) The Root Mean Square Speed:1) The Root Mean Square Speed: ccrmsrms = (3RT/M) = (3RT/M)1/21/2

If N is the total number of atoms, cIf N is the total number of atoms, c11 is the speed of atom 1,  is the speed of atom 1, 
and cand c22 the speed of atom 2, etc.:  the speed of atom 2, etc.: 

2) The Average Speed:2) The Average Speed:

ccavgeavge = [(1/N)(c = [(1/N)(c11 + c + c22 + c + c33 +  + ………………)])]

ccavgeavge = (8RT/ = (8RT/pp  M)M)1/21/2

ccrmsrms = [(1/N)(c = [(1/N)(c11
22 + c + c22

22 +c +c33
22 +  + ………………)])]1/21/2

3) The Most Probable Speed:3) The Most Probable Speed: ccmpmp = (2RT/M) = (2RT/M)1/21/2

ccmpmp is the value of c that gives ( is the value of c that gives (DDN/N) in the N/N) in the BoltzmannBoltzmann
distribution its largest value.distribution its largest value.
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Cleaning Up Some DetailsCleaning Up Some Details

A number of simplifying assumptions that we have made in A number of simplifying assumptions that we have made in 
deriving the Kinetic Theory of Gases cause small errors in the deriving the Kinetic Theory of Gases cause small errors in the 
formulas for wall collision frequency, collision frequency (z), formulas for wall collision frequency, collision frequency (z), 
mean free path (mean free path (ll), and the meaning of c, the speed:), and the meaning of c, the speed:

1) # impacts / sec = I =1) # impacts / sec = I =
((1/6)(N / V)(Ac t)) / t = ((1/6)(N / V)(Ac t)) / t = [(1/6)(N / V)(Ac)][(1/6)(N / V)(Ac)]

The assumption that all atoms move only perpendicular to theThe assumption that all atoms move only perpendicular to the
walls of the vessel is obviously an over simplification.walls of the vessel is obviously an over simplification.

Correcting for this only changes the (1/6) to (1/4):Correcting for this only changes the (1/6) to (1/4):

Correct # impacts / sec = Correct # impacts / sec = IIcorrcorr =  = [(1/4)(N / V)(Ac)][(1/4)(N / V)(Ac)]

ctct

AA



2) For the collision frequency, z, the correct formula is2) For the collision frequency, z, the correct formula is

z = (2)z = (2)1/21/2(N/V)(N/V)pp  rr  22 c c

The (2)The (2)1/21/2 error here arises from the fact that we assumed only error here arises from the fact that we assumed only
 one particle ( one particle (redred) was moving while the others () was moving while the others (blueblue) stood still.) stood still.

In reality, of course, all the atoms are moving.In reality, of course, all the atoms are moving.

pVpV = (2/3) N [(1/2) mc = (2/3) N [(1/2) mc  22]]

3) Even though the formula for wall collisions used in deriving3) Even though the formula for wall collisions used in deriving
the pressure was incorrect, the pressure formula is correct!the pressure was incorrect, the pressure formula is correct!

This is because of offsetting errorsThis is because of offsetting errors
made in deriving the wall collision rate, I, and the momentummade in deriving the wall collision rate, I, and the momentum
change per impact, 2mc.change per impact, 2mc.



Since Since ll is the ratio of two quantities depending linearly on c, is the ratio of two quantities depending linearly on c,
  ll =  = ccavgeavge/z , where /z , where z = (2)z = (2)1/21/2(N/V)(N/V)pp  rr  22  ccavgeavge

ll = 1/{(2) = 1/{(2)1/21/2(N/V)(N/V)pp  rr  22}}

ll =  = ccavgeavge/{(2)/{(2)1/21/2(N/V)(N/V)pp  rr  22  ccavgeavge}}

A final question that arises concerns which c, A final question that arises concerns which c, ccavgeavge, , ccrmsrms, or , or 
ccmpmp is the correct one to use in the formulas for wall collision is the correct one to use in the formulas for wall collision
rates (I), molecule collision rates (z), mean free path (rates (I), molecule collision rates (z), mean free path (ll))
and pressure (p).and pressure (p).

Basically, any property that scales as cBasically, any property that scales as c22, uses , uses ccrmsrms, while any, while any
property that scales as c uses property that scales as c uses ccavgeavge..

For p the correct form of c is For p the correct form of c is ccrmsrms  while for I, or z considered aswhile for I, or z considered as
independent quantities, independent quantities, ccavge avge is correct.is correct.



Bonus * Bonus * Bonus * Bonus * Bonus * BonusBonus * Bonus * Bonus * Bonus * Bonus * Bonus


